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In 2015, Sam Brakeley stood at a crossroads in his life. His long-time girlfriend was moving to
Utah, with or without him, and he was torn between following her or remaining in New England
with family, friends, and the land he loved. So he set out to complete the Catamount Trail, a 330-
mile cross-country ski trail that runs across Vermont from the Massachusetts border to Canada.
He took advantage of his time in the woods to reach a decision—and brought Henry Knox along
for the trip. In 1775, Knox undertook a winter journey of similar length, retrieving dozens of
artillery pieces from the recently captured Fort Ticonderoga on Lake Champlain and dragging
them 300 miles through snow and cold to Cambridge, Massachusetts, to help George
Washington drive the entrenched British army from Boston. Knox, too, faced his own challenges
in love, leaving behind a young pregnant wife. By exploring Knox’s eighteenth-century physical
and emotional journey while undertaking his own twenty-first-century trip on the Catamount Trail,
Brakeley reminds us that history has many lessons to offer the living.
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Author’s NoteThis book combines two very different stories.One takes place between 1775 and
1776 in New York andMassachusetts, and features Henry Knox, then an unknown but ambitious
volunteer in the newly minted Continental Army. Knox volunteers to undertake a challenging and
dangerous mission to Fort Ticonderoga, which at this point in history is a twenty-year-old French
military base in northern New York. There, he is to assess the heavy artillery and return to Boston
—where George Washington has the British bottled up—bringing along any pieces of
equipment that are in workable condition.The second takes place in the winter of 2015, in
Vermont, where I undertake to thru-ski the Catamount Trail—a rambling 330-mile cross-country
ski trail that travels the length of Vermont—in a single expedition.Artist Unknown, Hauling Guns
by Ox Teams from FortTiconderoga for the Siege of Boston, 1775.At first glance, they don’t have
a lot in common. But the two resonate closely for me, for various reasons—not the least of which
is that long winter journeys such as we both undertook have many of the same challenges and
obstacles, regardless of the terrain being covered or how they are accomplished. We both



battled intense cold, heavy snow, poor trails, thaws, and many of the other physical conditions
that Mother Nature and a rural landscape can throw in one’s way.Henry Knox was twenty-five at
the time of his expedition, and just beginning a military career that would culminate with his role
as secretary of war. Additionally, Knox had recently married Lucy Flucker, whom he loved dearly
and missed while on the trail. They kept up a running correspondence that would continue
throughout their lives, since this was only the first of many long separations.I, too, at the age of
twenty-seven, was facing a separation. My longtime girlfriend had decided to move across the
country to pursue her career in medicine, and I needed to make a decision as to whether or not I
would join her. Henry’s and Lucy’s thoughts on their separation provided me with some
perspective on my own impending one, and I’ve taken advantage of their voluminous
correspondence to reflect on my own decision-making process. I’m a passionate—albeit,
untrained—armchair historian, particularly of the Revolutionary War era, and have frequently
found lessons and experiences that are meaningful for me as I navigate the twenty-first century
(which is how I stumbled across a description of Knox’s journey in the first place). For all of these
reasons, I’ve chosen to interweave my story with his, into one larger narrative.The author on the
trail.Knox’s story is told in the past tense—it happened in 1775 and 1776, after all. My own, in
2015, I’ve chosen to tell in the present, both to emphasize when I switch between the telling of
one story and the other, and to dispel confusion, not cause it. I hope that I’ve achieved this
result.Throughout the telling of Knox’s story, I have made liberal use of quotations from a variety
of primary sources. As any reader of eighteenth-century history knows, journalists and
memoirists of the time were far more creative in their spelling than we are today. I have chosen to
preserve as much as possible their unique styling of the English language, and have chosen not
to overpopulate their words with “[sic].” Any misspelled words or poor grammar within quotations
can be understood to have been the original author’s mistake and not mine.As always, I am
indebted to the numerous historians who have written about Knox and the Ticonderoga
Expedition before me. I encourage interested readers to explore my Notes section for further
reading.And finally, while every effort has been made to ensure factual accuracy, it is possible
that an error has been made. If so, it is no one’s fault but mine. Please forgive it.

Historical Background of Henry Knox and theTiconderoga ExpeditionHenry Knox was born July
25, 1750, in Boston, Massachusetts, to William and Mary Knox. He was the seventh of ten
children, but quickly found himself the eldest son in the house. William and Mary (like Henry
years later) were plagued by the deaths of some of their brood, and only four of their ten children
survived into adulthood. Henry’s two surviving older brothers left home early to pursue lives as
seamen and never returned, leaving a small household in Boston of William, Mary, Henry, and
Henry’s younger brother, also named William.The elder William, a prosperous shipbuilder and
merchant, immigrated to the British colonies in 1729 from Ireland. There, he quickly started a
business that would grow to include a wharf, a construction yard, and the two-story home where
Henry and his brothers would be born. William found himself out of work in 1756 during an



economic downturn, however. Rather than face the economic hardship, he deserted his family
for the West Indies in 1759, leaving Henry, at age nine, fatherless, and the sole provider for the
now-smaller family. His father would die soon thereafter.General Henry Knox monument,
Wilbraham, MassachusettsFaced with few options, Henry’s mother, Mary, pulled Henry from the
Boston Latin Grammar School where he had been studying and put him to work in the bookstore
of Messrs. Wharton and Bowes. Nicholas Bowes was as much of a father figure as Henry ever
had during most of his childhood, and was instrumental in shaping Henry’s future career. For it
was here, as Henry put food on his family’s table by stocking shelves and packaging books for
shipment, that he began a lifelong love affair with books and learning.Even at this young age
Henry was conscious of his lack of formal education, and he sought to make up for it in rare
moments between tasks in the bookstore. No doubt Bowes guided his reading, as Henry took on
Roman classics such as Plutarch. He also began learning French. But nothing excited his
interest more than the study of military history and engineering. Artillery, in particular, captured
his attention.Henry was not your typical scrawny bookworm with his nose in a novel day in and
day out. A strapping youth, who soon grew into a six-foot-plus frame, he more than held his own
on the piers and streets of Boston. His natural inclination toward athletic endeavors was obvious,
as was his sense of adventure. An oft-related tale from his boyhood tells of one such escapade.
An old friend wrote to him years after the episode, recalling those prior carefree times. “I have
often thought of our attempt to imitate the man who flew from the steeple of the North Church,”
penned Reverend David McClure in 1788, “when we were sliding down an oar from the small
building in your father’s yard at Wheeler’s Point—and by our letting fly little wooden men from the
garret window on strings.” Knox in response agreed “our juvenile sports and the joyful
sensations they created are fresh in my mind.”1 This attraction to adventure would permeate all
of Knox’s life.Perhaps inevitably, rival factions developed between local neighborhoods and
groups of friends. Never one to shy away from a fracas, Henry was an eager participant in the
frequent melees that occurred between parties, and is said to have emerged champion more
often than not from any tilt he involved himself in.One such incident occurred on “Pope’s Night,”
celebrated each year on the fifth of November. One gang of boys would drag a Pope figure
around town while another, the replica of the Devil. They would parade around the streets in
mock homage to their respective idols, and a lively fight would occur when these competing
processions met. On this particular year, the wagon carrying Henry’s effigy lost a wheel. Rather
than allow that to ruin the night’s festivities, Henry bent beneath the axle and marched onward,
his shoulder replacing the broken wheel, to the admiring cries of his compatriots.From these few
anecdotes, we have a picture of a strong, joyful youth, already bearing the responsibilities of
manhood and family, yet facing each day with a sunny outlook and upright posture. Equal to any
challenge, he could have been forgiven for exhibiting a bit of haughtiness, yet this didn’t seem to
be part of his demeanor. Colleagues of the time universally note his even-keeled temper,
contagious exuberance, and quiet sense of fairness and loyalty. John Adams described him as
having “pleasing manners and [an] inquisitive turn of mind.” Later, a French general wrote that



Knox was “a man of understanding, a well-formed man, gay, sincere, and honest. It is impossible
to know, without esteeming him, or to see without loving him.”2 Henry pursued life with zest,
energy, and a strong sense of personal moral ethics. By the age of twenty, he was a powerful
young man with rising prospects and a bright future.But all was not well in his hometown of
Boston, Massachusetts. The French and Indian War came to a close in 1763, leaving the British
victorious but deeply in debt. Because much of the war with France took place in North America,
Britain deemed it proper that the English colonies should help to pay off some of the debt. In
1765 Parliament passed the Stamp Act, establishing a small tax on all paper goods, including
everything from newspapers to playing cards. It was the first direct tax on the colonists passed
by Parliament.The colonists were unimpressed. Protesting on the grounds that this was “taxation
without representation,” they argued that their rights as Englishmen were being stepped on.
(Simultaneously, and not a little disingenuously, they also refused representation due to the
distances and time involved to get to Parliament.) Benjamin Franklin voyaged to Great Britain in
1766 and testified before Parliament that the colonies had already contributed more than their
fair share to the war effort, including soldiers, equipment, and money. His testimony, combined
with a new government in power, led to the repeal of the Stamp Act later that year, but the
damage to relations would remain permanent. In an attempt to save face, Parliament reaffirmed
their right to make laws and tax the colonies.One short year later, Parliament was at it again.
They passed the Townshend Acts, taxing common goods such as glass, tea, and paper.
Colonists once again organized boycotts and demonstrations, and the nascent Sons of Liberty
stepped up their systematic harassment of customs officials. In response to the unrest, King
George III deployed troops to Boston, noted for its particularly radical leanings, and led by
individuals such as John Hancock and Samuel Adams. Those he sent were not the cream of
Britain’s military (the more elite and hardened forces were saved for the European theater).
Many colonial troops were average citizens recruited from British streets and rougher
neighborhoods. Their crude, uncouth, and confrontational demeanor only exacerbated the
growing tensions. Small scuffles seemed to become more frequent between soldiers and
citizens, and their size and import only grew in the retelling. Boston was a cask of gunpowder
placed too near an open fire. All it needed was one particularly active ember to ignite a much
larger conflagration.It was into this charged and emotionally fraught atmosphere that Henry
Knox strode on the afternoon of March 5, 1770, a date that would soon be memorialized as the
Boston Massacre. It all began with a young apprentice taunting a British sentry for not having
paid his bill to the apprentice’s master. When the sentry replied civilly that perhaps more respect
was due a British soldier, the apprentice responded with a vile epithet. The now-enraged
Redcoat then struck the apprentice on the head with his musket, causing the boy to race down
the street, screaming for assistance.The boy’s yelling brought a crowd of eventually more than
fifty Bostonians to the sentry’s position. Someone began ringing the church bells nearby,
normally a signal for a fire, which brought even more people rushing to the scene. A nasty
confrontation began. Townspeople yelled names and threw rocks, snow, and ice at the sentry, all



the while taunting him to fire his weapon. The officer of the watch, Captain Preston, hearing the
noise and being alerted by a runner, arrived with eight other soldiers to help his besieged
private. With fixed bayonets, they kept the angry crowd at bay, which only enraged the mob
further.Henry, walking home from work at the bookstore, arrived on the scene and coolheadedly
waded through the crowd, using his bulk to reach the British soldiers. Upon discovering loaded
weaponry, he entreated Captain Preston, “For God’s sake, take your men back. If they fire, your
life must answer for the consequence.”3 Preston acknowledged this to be true, but made no
move to retreat, instead ordering the mob to disperse. He might as well have ordered the
Charles River to stop flowing.The straw that broke the proverbial over-weighted camel’s back
was an object thrown at one of the privates, knocking him to the ground. Having faced taunts
and projectiles all afternoon, this soldier had reached his breaking point and pulled the trigger of
his musket. A ragged volley from his compatriots soon followed, and bullets tore the crowd apart.
Eleven men were hit; three died immediately, and two in the ensuing hours. The crowd, amazed
and aghast that the British had actually opened fire, broke almost immediately, leaving the
shocked soldiers standing alone in the snowy street, now dotted with red.The outcry in the
aftermath of the event was instantaneous. While Captain Preston and the eight soldiers were put
under arrest, and later, on trial, numerous descriptions of the shootings, some heavily biased,
were published throughout the colonies and Great Britain. This would only speed the downward
trajectory of British–colonial relations, and persuade some fence sitters that perhaps the King
and Parliament were not as paternal as had been hoped.Knox’s experience and failed attempt to
sway Captain Prescott may have been the deciding moment for him. He was now faced with
firsthand evidence that the British were unwilling to reason or negotiate with colonists, and would
rather fire into a crowd than back down. His sympathies from this moment on remained with the
Patriots. However, by all outward appearances, Knox seemed unmoved by the outcry from the
event. Rather than take a radical stand for or against one side or the other, he quietly pursued
his own interests while remaining friends with Loyalists and Patriots alike.Knox left the employ of
Bowes and began his own bookshop in 1771, catering to both colonists and the British alike. His
evenhandedness was fortuitous, both for his business and social life, for it was around this time
that he met Lucy Flucker, daughter of well-known Tory Thomas Flucker. It was the beginning of a
lifelong love affair.As the Royal Secretary of the Province of Massachusetts, Thomas Flucker
was a fierce Loyalist to the Crown. His daughter Lucy was born in 1756. Raised in an upper-
class, thoroughly Tory environment, she participated in the busy social scene of wealthy Boston.
Described as “a woman of much tact, quick and ready sympathy, and good judgment, combined
with great good-nature and a love of fun,” Lucy was a popular guest and sought-after date.4The
men and women of this circle were frequently Tories, solidly loyal to Britain due to their close
business ties with the mother country. Perhaps Lucy, too, would have remained loyal, but for her
love of literature. She joined the many Tories who shopped at Knox’s new store, and soon found
reasons for stopping by that did not include purchasing new books. The “uncommonly good-
looking” (for he was handsome in addition to being jovial and fair-minded) man behind the



counter and stocking shelves soon caught her eye, and she would corner him between the
stacks for private conversations.5For Knox’s part, he never seemed to shy away from the
attention. Perhaps the best indication of his feelings is shown by the fact that he always seemed
to be miscounting her change when she did make a purchase. His mind was apparently on other
things besides pennies.Lucy’s parents were not in favor of the match. Not only was Knox merely
a tradesman selling books, but he was also becoming known for his patriotic leanings as well.
Knox and Lucy would often resort to fervent love letters and secret meetings in order to
communicate. Many of these letters have been preserved and testify to the depth of their
passion. “My only consolation is in you,” Knox wrote, “and in order that it should be well
grounded, permit me to beg two things of you with the greatest ardency: never distrust my
affection for you without the most rational and convincing proof—if you do not hear from me in a
reasonable time, do not lay it to my want of love, but want of opportunity; and do not, in
consequence of such distrust, omit writing to me as often as possible. Don’t distrust the sincerity
of your Fidelio.”6 In an era where so many marriages lacked love, Lucy and Knox would care
deeply for each other until death.All that remained was to overcome Lucy’s parents’ hesitations
to the marriage. “What news?” Knox asked breathlessly in a 1774 letter. “Have you spoken to
your father, or he to you, upon the subject?”7 They considered elopement until, like so many
fathers both before and after, Thomas Flucker finally gave in to his daughter’s wishes and
permitted the marriage. They were wed on June 16, 1774, and immediately set up a home under
the watchful eyes of Lucy’s parents, who forecast only poverty and hunger for the young couple
with revolutionary leanings.Knox had joined The Train, the local militia’s artillery company, in
1768. Now, as if Knox did not have enough to keep him busy between wooing Lucy and
managing a bookstore, he cofounded the Boston Grenadier Corps in 1772, an offshoot of this
first foray in the military. Why the artillery? Their resplendent uniforms no doubt appealed to him
(they certainly appealed to Lucy, who admired the handsome man astride his large steed). The
romance and social standing would have been attractive, as well. When he later formed the
Grenadier Corps, they issued a rule that all members must be at least five-foot-ten, a standard
that added prestige to those who were able to join the select group. Finally, the intricacies and
challenges of moving literally tons of equipment over battlefields must have appealed to him.As
a member of The Train, he not only learned to load and shoot cannons, but also quickly realized
the importance of understanding military tactics and technique. He now redoubled his efforts to
learn all he could, ordering books on the subject and raiding the local library. The Train was led
by Adino Paddock, and was well known for its expertise, having been trained by the British
themselves when an artillery regiment became snowbound in Boston one winter. Knox made
use of this incumbent knowledge and expanded upon it with his own readings. The education he
received here would stand him in good stead throughout his career.Knox continued to maintain
a neutral stance as best he could throughout his day-to-day life in Boston. As a small business
owner, he had to. Many of his customers were loyal to Britain and wanted nothing to do with the
rebels stirring up revolutionary fever in the colonies. At the same time however, as a member of



Boston’s working class, he couldn’t help but continue to empathize with Patriot concerns. He felt
more and more drawn to their cause as time passed and tensions rose, but with a new wife, a
just-opened bookstore, and a younger brother for whom he felt a more than average sense of
responsibility, he no doubt felt his hands were tied. Could he leave all this promise and take up
with the Patriot cause?On the morning of April 19, shots were fired in Lexington and Concord as
British soldiers marched to capture Patriot arms and gunpowder. The day’s fighting would result
in three hundred casualties for the British. The conflict had begun. Knox now had no option but
to pick sides.For Knox, it wasn’t so much a choice as it was a coming to terms with the facts. His
sympathies were irrevocably with the colonists, and always had been. His bookstore he would
leave under the care of his younger brother William, the only family remaining to him (his mother
had died in 1771). Lucy would come with him, forsaking her own family who remained staunchly
Tory and entrenched in Boston, protected by the British army. Knox would join the American
cause.His persistent friendliness with radicals such as Samuel Adams had by now brought him
to the attention of the British. (Paul Revere would occasionally visit Knox’s bookstore and the two
would commiserate about Britain’s mulishness. If a British soldier chanced to walk in while they
were deep in conversation, they would immediately begin a fake quarrel complete with mock
insults and barbs over fictional work Knox had commissioned from Revere. Supposedly their
ruse was so successful that Revere, then unknown to the British as a rebel, was approached for
information about Knox.) Boston was locked down by this point, with soldiers entrenched upon
the narrow strip of land that connected the city to the mainland. Knox feared arrest and trial for
treason if he attempted to leave. (Most of his artillery company had already departed for Patriot
lines at his urging.) So, under cover of darkness, not long after the beaten British soldiers had
straggled back into Boston from Concord, Lucy and Knox made their escape into the night,
heading to Cambridge and the Patriot army.Years afterward, Washington Irving would write,
“Henry Knox was one of those providential characters which spring up inemergencies as if
formed by and for the occasion.”8 The momentous decision that Knox and Lucy made to leave
all they were familiar with and strike out into unknown territory would prove to be a fortuitous one
for George Washington and the budding Revolution. The future unknown to them, Knox and
Lucy must have trembled with the audacity of their actions. With no option of return, they had set
out on a grand adventure. None could know just what it would bring.

Historical Background of Henry Knox and theTiconderoga ExpeditionHenry Knox was born July
25, 1750, in Boston, Massachusetts, to William and Mary Knox. He was the seventh of ten
children, but quickly found himself the eldest son in the house. William and Mary (like Henry
years later) were plagued by the deaths of some of their brood, and only four of their ten children
survived into adulthood. Henry’s two surviving older brothers left home early to pursue lives as
seamen and never returned, leaving a small household in Boston of William, Mary, Henry, and
Henry’s younger brother, also named William.The elder William, a prosperous shipbuilder and
merchant, immigrated to the British colonies in 1729 from Ireland. There, he quickly started a



business that would grow to include a wharf, a construction yard, and the two-story home where
Henry and his brothers would be born. William found himself out of work in 1756 during an
economic downturn, however. Rather than face the economic hardship, he deserted his family
for the West Indies in 1759, leaving Henry, at age nine, fatherless, and the sole provider for the
now-smaller family. His father would die soon thereafter.General Henry Knox monument,
Wilbraham, MassachusettsFaced with few options, Henry’s mother, Mary, pulled Henry from the
Boston Latin Grammar School where he had been studying and put him to work in the bookstore
of Messrs. Wharton and Bowes. Nicholas Bowes was as much of a father figure as Henry ever
had during most of his childhood, and was instrumental in shaping Henry’s future career. For it
was here, as Henry put food on his family’s table by stocking shelves and packaging books for
shipment, that he began a lifelong love affair with books and learning.Even at this young age
Henry was conscious of his lack of formal education, and he sought to make up for it in rare
moments between tasks in the bookstore. No doubt Bowes guided his reading, as Henry took on
Roman classics such as Plutarch. He also began learning French. But nothing excited his
interest more than the study of military history and engineering. Artillery, in particular, captured
his attention.Henry was not your typical scrawny bookworm with his nose in a novel day in and
day out. A strapping youth, who soon grew into a six-foot-plus frame, he more than held his own
on the piers and streets of Boston. His natural inclination toward athletic endeavors was obvious,
as was his sense of adventure. An oft-related tale from his boyhood tells of one such escapade.
An old friend wrote to him years after the episode, recalling those prior carefree times. “I have
often thought of our attempt to imitate the man who flew from the steeple of the North Church,”
penned Reverend David McClure in 1788, “when we were sliding down an oar from the small
building in your father’s yard at Wheeler’s Point—and by our letting fly little wooden men from the
garret window on strings.” Knox in response agreed “our juvenile sports and the joyful
sensations they created are fresh in my mind.”1 This attraction to adventure would permeate all
of Knox’s life.Perhaps inevitably, rival factions developed between local neighborhoods and
groups of friends. Never one to shy away from a fracas, Henry was an eager participant in the
frequent melees that occurred between parties, and is said to have emerged champion more
often than not from any tilt he involved himself in.One such incident occurred on “Pope’s Night,”
celebrated each year on the fifth of November. One gang of boys would drag a Pope figure
around town while another, the replica of the Devil. They would parade around the streets in
mock homage to their respective idols, and a lively fight would occur when these competing
processions met. On this particular year, the wagon carrying Henry’s effigy lost a wheel. Rather
than allow that to ruin the night’s festivities, Henry bent beneath the axle and marched onward,
his shoulder replacing the broken wheel, to the admiring cries of his compatriots.From these few
anecdotes, we have a picture of a strong, joyful youth, already bearing the responsibilities of
manhood and family, yet facing each day with a sunny outlook and upright posture. Equal to any
challenge, he could have been forgiven for exhibiting a bit of haughtiness, yet this didn’t seem to
be part of his demeanor. Colleagues of the time universally note his even-keeled temper,



contagious exuberance, and quiet sense of fairness and loyalty. John Adams described him as
having “pleasing manners and [an] inquisitive turn of mind.” Later, a French general wrote that
Knox was “a man of understanding, a well-formed man, gay, sincere, and honest. It is impossible
to know, without esteeming him, or to see without loving him.”2 Henry pursued life with zest,
energy, and a strong sense of personal moral ethics. By the age of twenty, he was a powerful
young man with rising prospects and a bright future.But all was not well in his hometown of
Boston, Massachusetts. The French and Indian War came to a close in 1763, leaving the British
victorious but deeply in debt. Because much of the war with France took place in North America,
Britain deemed it proper that the English colonies should help to pay off some of the debt. In
1765 Parliament passed the Stamp Act, establishing a small tax on all paper goods, including
everything from newspapers to playing cards. It was the first direct tax on the colonists passed
by Parliament.The colonists were unimpressed. Protesting on the grounds that this was “taxation
without representation,” they argued that their rights as Englishmen were being stepped on.
(Simultaneously, and not a little disingenuously, they also refused representation due to the
distances and time involved to get to Parliament.) Benjamin Franklin voyaged to Great Britain in
1766 and testified before Parliament that the colonies had already contributed more than their
fair share to the war effort, including soldiers, equipment, and money. His testimony, combined
with a new government in power, led to the repeal of the Stamp Act later that year, but the
damage to relations would remain permanent. In an attempt to save face, Parliament reaffirmed
their right to make laws and tax the colonies.One short year later, Parliament was at it again.
They passed the Townshend Acts, taxing common goods such as glass, tea, and paper.
Colonists once again organized boycotts and demonstrations, and the nascent Sons of Liberty
stepped up their systematic harassment of customs officials. In response to the unrest, King
George III deployed troops to Boston, noted for its particularly radical leanings, and led by
individuals such as John Hancock and Samuel Adams. Those he sent were not the cream of
Britain’s military (the more elite and hardened forces were saved for the European theater).
Many colonial troops were average citizens recruited from British streets and rougher
neighborhoods. Their crude, uncouth, and confrontational demeanor only exacerbated the
growing tensions. Small scuffles seemed to become more frequent between soldiers and
citizens, and their size and import only grew in the retelling. Boston was a cask of gunpowder
placed too near an open fire. All it needed was one particularly active ember to ignite a much
larger conflagration.It was into this charged and emotionally fraught atmosphere that Henry
Knox strode on the afternoon of March 5, 1770, a date that would soon be memorialized as the
Boston Massacre. It all began with a young apprentice taunting a British sentry for not having
paid his bill to the apprentice’s master. When the sentry replied civilly that perhaps more respect
was due a British soldier, the apprentice responded with a vile epithet. The now-enraged
Redcoat then struck the apprentice on the head with his musket, causing the boy to race down
the street, screaming for assistance.The boy’s yelling brought a crowd of eventually more than
fifty Bostonians to the sentry’s position. Someone began ringing the church bells nearby,



normally a signal for a fire, which brought even more people rushing to the scene. A nasty
confrontation began. Townspeople yelled names and threw rocks, snow, and ice at the sentry, all
the while taunting him to fire his weapon. The officer of the watch, Captain Preston, hearing the
noise and being alerted by a runner, arrived with eight other soldiers to help his besieged
private. With fixed bayonets, they kept the angry crowd at bay, which only enraged the mob
further.Henry, walking home from work at the bookstore, arrived on the scene and coolheadedly
waded through the crowd, using his bulk to reach the British soldiers. Upon discovering loaded
weaponry, he entreated Captain Preston, “For God’s sake, take your men back. If they fire, your
life must answer for the consequence.”3 Preston acknowledged this to be true, but made no
move to retreat, instead ordering the mob to disperse. He might as well have ordered the
Charles River to stop flowing.The straw that broke the proverbial over-weighted camel’s back
was an object thrown at one of the privates, knocking him to the ground. Having faced taunts
and projectiles all afternoon, this soldier had reached his breaking point and pulled the trigger of
his musket. A ragged volley from his compatriots soon followed, and bullets tore the crowd apart.
Eleven men were hit; three died immediately, and two in the ensuing hours. The crowd, amazed
and aghast that the British had actually opened fire, broke almost immediately, leaving the
shocked soldiers standing alone in the snowy street, now dotted with red.The outcry in the
aftermath of the event was instantaneous. While Captain Preston and the eight soldiers were put
under arrest, and later, on trial, numerous descriptions of the shootings, some heavily biased,
were published throughout the colonies and Great Britain. This would only speed the downward
trajectory of British–colonial relations, and persuade some fence sitters that perhaps the King
and Parliament were not as paternal as had been hoped.Knox’s experience and failed attempt to
sway Captain Prescott may have been the deciding moment for him. He was now faced with
firsthand evidence that the British were unwilling to reason or negotiate with colonists, and would
rather fire into a crowd than back down. His sympathies from this moment on remained with the
Patriots. However, by all outward appearances, Knox seemed unmoved by the outcry from the
event. Rather than take a radical stand for or against one side or the other, he quietly pursued
his own interests while remaining friends with Loyalists and Patriots alike.Knox left the employ of
Bowes and began his own bookshop in 1771, catering to both colonists and the British alike. His
evenhandedness was fortuitous, both for his business and social life, for it was around this time
that he met Lucy Flucker, daughter of well-known Tory Thomas Flucker. It was the beginning of a
lifelong love affair.As the Royal Secretary of the Province of Massachusetts, Thomas Flucker
was a fierce Loyalist to the Crown. His daughter Lucy was born in 1756. Raised in an upper-
class, thoroughly Tory environment, she participated in the busy social scene of wealthy Boston.
Described as “a woman of much tact, quick and ready sympathy, and good judgment, combined
with great good-nature and a love of fun,” Lucy was a popular guest and sought-after date.4The
men and women of this circle were frequently Tories, solidly loyal to Britain due to their close
business ties with the mother country. Perhaps Lucy, too, would have remained loyal, but for her
love of literature. She joined the many Tories who shopped at Knox’s new store, and soon found



reasons for stopping by that did not include purchasing new books. The “uncommonly good-
looking” (for he was handsome in addition to being jovial and fair-minded) man behind the
counter and stocking shelves soon caught her eye, and she would corner him between the
stacks for private conversations.5For Knox’s part, he never seemed to shy away from the
attention. Perhaps the best indication of his feelings is shown by the fact that he always seemed
to be miscounting her change when she did make a purchase. His mind was apparently on other
things besides pennies.Lucy’s parents were not in favor of the match. Not only was Knox merely
a tradesman selling books, but he was also becoming known for his patriotic leanings as well.
Knox and Lucy would often resort to fervent love letters and secret meetings in order to
communicate. Many of these letters have been preserved and testify to the depth of their
passion. “My only consolation is in you,” Knox wrote, “and in order that it should be well
grounded, permit me to beg two things of you with the greatest ardency: never distrust my
affection for you without the most rational and convincing proof—if you do not hear from me in a
reasonable time, do not lay it to my want of love, but want of opportunity; and do not, in
consequence of such distrust, omit writing to me as often as possible. Don’t distrust the sincerity
of your Fidelio.”6 In an era where so many marriages lacked love, Lucy and Knox would care
deeply for each other until death.All that remained was to overcome Lucy’s parents’ hesitations
to the marriage. “What news?” Knox asked breathlessly in a 1774 letter. “Have you spoken to
your father, or he to you, upon the subject?”7 They considered elopement until, like so many
fathers both before and after, Thomas Flucker finally gave in to his daughter’s wishes and
permitted the marriage. They were wed on June 16, 1774, and immediately set up a home under
the watchful eyes of Lucy’s parents, who forecast only poverty and hunger for the young couple
with revolutionary leanings.Knox had joined The Train, the local militia’s artillery company, in
1768. Now, as if Knox did not have enough to keep him busy between wooing Lucy and
managing a bookstore, he cofounded the Boston Grenadier Corps in 1772, an offshoot of this
first foray in the military. Why the artillery? Their resplendent uniforms no doubt appealed to him
(they certainly appealed to Lucy, who admired the handsome man astride his large steed). The
romance and social standing would have been attractive, as well. When he later formed the
Grenadier Corps, they issued a rule that all members must be at least five-foot-ten, a standard
that added prestige to those who were able to join the select group. Finally, the intricacies and
challenges of moving literally tons of equipment over battlefields must have appealed to him.As
a member of The Train, he not only learned to load and shoot cannons, but also quickly realized
the importance of understanding military tactics and technique. He now redoubled his efforts to
learn all he could, ordering books on the subject and raiding the local library. The Train was led
by Adino Paddock, and was well known for its expertise, having been trained by the British
themselves when an artillery regiment became snowbound in Boston one winter. Knox made
use of this incumbent knowledge and expanded upon it with his own readings. The education he
received here would stand him in good stead throughout his career.Knox continued to maintain
a neutral stance as best he could throughout his day-to-day life in Boston. As a small business



owner, he had to. Many of his customers were loyal to Britain and wanted nothing to do with the
rebels stirring up revolutionary fever in the colonies. At the same time however, as a member of
Boston’s working class, he couldn’t help but continue to empathize with Patriot concerns. He felt
more and more drawn to their cause as time passed and tensions rose, but with a new wife, a
just-opened bookstore, and a younger brother for whom he felt a more than average sense of
responsibility, he no doubt felt his hands were tied. Could he leave all this promise and take up
with the Patriot cause?On the morning of April 19, shots were fired in Lexington and Concord as
British soldiers marched to capture Patriot arms and gunpowder. The day’s fighting would result
in three hundred casualties for the British. The conflict had begun. Knox now had no option but
to pick sides.For Knox, it wasn’t so much a choice as it was a coming to terms with the facts. His
sympathies were irrevocably with the colonists, and always had been. His bookstore he would
leave under the care of his younger brother William, the only family remaining to him (his mother
had died in 1771). Lucy would come with him, forsaking her own family who remained staunchly
Tory and entrenched in Boston, protected by the British army. Knox would join the American
cause.His persistent friendliness with radicals such as Samuel Adams had by now brought him
to the attention of the British. (Paul Revere would occasionally visit Knox’s bookstore and the two
would commiserate about Britain’s mulishness. If a British soldier chanced to walk in while they
were deep in conversation, they would immediately begin a fake quarrel complete with mock
insults and barbs over fictional work Knox had commissioned from Revere. Supposedly their
ruse was so successful that Revere, then unknown to the British as a rebel, was approached for
information about Knox.) Boston was locked down by this point, with soldiers entrenched upon
the narrow strip of land that connected the city to the mainland. Knox feared arrest and trial for
treason if he attempted to leave. (Most of his artillery company had already departed for Patriot
lines at his urging.) So, under cover of darkness, not long after the beaten British soldiers had
straggled back into Boston from Concord, Lucy and Knox made their escape into the night,
heading to Cambridge and the Patriot army.Years afterward, Washington Irving would write,
“Henry Knox was one of those providential characters which spring up inemergencies as if
formed by and for the occasion.”8 The momentous decision that Knox and Lucy made to leave
all they were familiar with and strike out into unknown territory would prove to be a fortuitous one
for George Washington and the budding Revolution. The future unknown to them, Knox and
Lucy must have trembled with the audacity of their actions. With no option of return, they had set
out on a grand adventure. None could know just what it would bring.
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baxterbuyer, “Great read. I purchased this for my son who is a biker, hiker, skier and all around
outdoor kind of guy and lives in Vermont. I thought this would be right up his alley. Course I read
it before I gave to him.  ”

Laura P. Lane, “Great blend of two adventures. The book is definitely more than just another trail
journal. It's a great blend of a historical journey during the Revolutionary War with the
challenges of backpacking in winter in Vermont”

Lisamm, “History, intropection, physical triumph, love story and humor. Sam Brakeley decides to
ski the Catamount Trail from the MA border to the Canadian border at the top of Vermont, a feat
he has wanted to do and a way to work out in his head if he will follow his girl friend, Elizabeth, to
Utah for her medical residency. He writes of his journey and parallels it with the journey of Henry
Knox who brought down much needed artillery from Fort Ticonderoga to Boston. That was a
story I was not familiar with and I found it fascinating. Sam's own journey was full of people and
cold and endurance. He is very open about his thoughts and his motivations, his meanderings
about his relationship. He is also quite humorous at times. I found it a quick, compelling read.
The device of pairing his journey with Knox's journey worked for me. Excellent outdoor adventure
with the added historical aspect.”

Judith Fox, “A journey into the goodness of humanity.. At its surface, Skiing with Henry Knox is a
tale of two journeys through the winter wilderness, but it goes much deeper than that to explore
the human side of those landscapes. In his book, Brakeley explores the importance of human
relationships - both the long-term life partnerships and also the small unplanned interactions that
shape our days and our lives. An excellent read for any history buff, outdoor enthusiast, or
anyone who wants to be reminded that people can be overwhelmingly good.”

The book by SuperSummary has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 5 people have provided feedback.
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